
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CPDA August Newsletter 
  

INFLATION REDUCTION ACT OF 2022 – IMPACT TO AGRICULTURE 

On Sunday, the Senate passed the “Inflation Reduction Act of 2022” by a vote of 50-50, with Vice President 
Kamala Harris casting the tiebreaking vote. The bill now heads to the House where a vote and passage is 
expected in the next few days. 

The 755-page bill spends dollars on various programs and agencies.  The agriculture title of the bill spends $40 
billion alone, with expanded in funding of USDA conservation programs.  The details:   

• $1 billion for conservation technical assistance;  
• $8.45 billion for the Environmental Quality Incentives Program;  
• $6.75 billion for the Regional Conservation Partnership Program;  
• $3.25 billion for the Conservation Stewardship Program; and  
• $1.4 billion for the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program. 

Because the bill passed along strict party lines, the reaction to the bill from Democrats and Republicans was 
starkly different.   

Senator Debbie Stabenow (D-MI), Chairwoman of the U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, 
and Forestry, said:  

“With the passage of this historic bill, Americans will see their energy costs go down while we 
tackle the urgent threats we face every day from the climate crisis,” said Chairwoman Stabenow. 
“We are equipping farmers, foresters, and rural communities with the necessary tools to be a 
part of the solution. At the same time, we are investing in good-paying clean energy jobs to grow 
small towns and rural economies.” 

On the Republican side of the aisle, Senator John Boozman (R-AR), the Ranking Member of the Senate 
Agriculture Committee said: 
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“We haven’t had a single hearing on this bill, yet its agriculture title spends forty billion dollars—
a huge amount allocated with no input from stakeholders, Republicans and, quite frankly, most 
Democrats,” Boozman said. “We have never written a farm bill in this manner. It is antithetical to 
how the Senate—and the ag committee in particular—should operate. We have a storied history 
of working together at the agriculture committee. Our stakeholders value the fact that we 
approach the issues they face together, rather than as Republicans and Democrats. They 
appreciate that their voices are heard. Unfortunately, with this decision, the Majority has 
changed that dynamic.” 

On the House side, the Republican Leader of the House Agriculture Committee, Rep. Glenn “GT” Thompson 
(PA), said:  
 

“Once again, Democrats in Washington are jamming through more reckless, partisan legislation without 
a single hearing or markup and absent public input from stakeholders.  Billions in misguided spending 
and tax increases are not solutions for skyrocketing inflation, high fuel and fertilizer prices, and the 
regulatory burdens facing our nation’s agriculture sector.” 

 
House Agriculture Committee Chairman David Scott did not issue a statement. 

MAINE 

Earlier this year the Maine Legislature passed a bill requiring the Board of Pesticides Control (BPC) to register 
adjuvants.  The bill defines an adjuvant as “any wetting agent, spreading agent, sticker, deposit builder, 
adhesive, emulsifying agent, deflocculating agent, water modifier or similar agent that is intended to be used 
with any other pesticide as an aid to the application or the effect of it and that is in a package or container 
separate from that of the other pesticide.” 

BPC has finalized the rules adjuvant suppliers must take to register their products in Maine.  The details: 

• Registrations for 2023 open on November 1, 2022, and end on December 31, 2022.  
• Registrations expire on December 31 and must be renewed every year.    
• Registration costs are $160/product. 

For specific information on how to register adjuvants, go to: 
https://www.maine.gov/dacf/php/pesticides/adjuvant-registrations.shtml 

CPDA MEETING WITH RICK KEIGWIN 

On August 3, CPDA President Terry Kippley, Director of Government Affairs Scott Rawlins and Nathan 
Ehresman, Albaugh’s North American Regulatory Director held a Teams meeting with Rick Keigwin.  Keigwin is 
a 27-year EPA veteran and has held numerous positions within the Agency.  This includes time as a product 
manager, Director of the Registration Division and as OPP Director.  He is now the Deputy Assistant 
Administrator for Management within the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution Prevention with oversight of 
OPP. 

CPDA provided an overview of our July 13 meeting with OPP Director Ed Messina and our plans to hold 
regular meetings with OPP to share ideas on best practices and how OPP could triage and consolidate non-
PRIA backlog actions.  We also shared efforts to increase OPP funding as well as CPDA’s focus on quick 
passage of a PRIA 5 legislative package. 

 

 

 



PRIA UPDATE 

The PRIA Coalition continues work on finalizing a legislative package, which would lead to a bill being 
introduced in Congress.  The negotiations with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have hit a snag as the 
list of items they would like to see in a PRIA reauthorization bill continue to expand.  Initially, NGOs sought a 
provision requiring bi-lingual language on restricted use pesticide labels.  Unfortunately, they continue to move 
the goalposts, seeking additional registration testing requirements as well as an overhaul of how EPA evaluates 
pesticide benefits in the approval process.   

While the Coalition values the political support that the NGOs bring, it may be necessary for the Coalition to 
walk away if their demands contain too many “poison pills,” delaying the legislative process.  If so, it’s likely that 
PRIA 4 will be reauthorized for an additional year.  

 
CPDA SHARES STRATEGIC INITIATIVES AT SOUTHERN WEED SCIENCE SOCIETY STUDENT WEED 
CONTEST 
 
CPDA's purpose is PACE. This stands for Proactively leading in the areas of Advocacy, Community and 
Education. Further to this purpose and to establish ongoing relationships with universities and their students, 
CPDA Board Member Dr. Kevin Crosby, Director R&D Adjuvants Unlimited and CPDA board member gave a 
presentation during the Southern Weed Science Society Student Weed Contest.  
 
Dr. Crosby updated over 125 students, faculty advisors and volunteers representing 8 major land grant 
universities about CPDA and its strategic initiatives as they enjoyed a catered lunch. One of the field problems 
for the student competition was the impact of wrong nozzle selection on weed control of which proper nozzle 
selection is core to CPDA's new Application Enhancement program. 
 

 


